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Abstract—This paper introduces a trust model that couples the change in performance in a team of agents to how the agents perceive (or trust) each other. This combination of social dynamics and physical update laws not only changes the performance of the system, but it has the potential to make it deteriorate in a dramatic fashion. In fact, in the two-agent case, it is shown that the system exhibits finite escape time through an invariance result that carries over also to larger systems and more elaborate trust models. The invariance result states that an increase in performance must be accompanied by an increase in the total trust in the network (and vice versa for deteriorating performance). Finally, the connection is made between the proposed model and the belief and group polarization phenomena encountered in group processes driven by social interaction dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human-decision making processes are highly involved in that the group dynamics come into play in a sometimes surprising and counter-intuitive manner. For example, the phenomenon of group polarization [1] is well-established whereby members of a group collectively arrive at decisions and positions that are more extreme than any individually held position before the group convened. This effect has been observed in politics, radicalization of religious beliefs, and even jury deliberations, e.g., [2]. One implication from this phenomenon is that the group does not perform any direct averaging operation under these circumstances.

One caveat for group polarization to occur is that the group members share similar, initial views. If they instead start off far from each other, so-called belief polarization may occur [3], whereby the group dynamics make the team members distance themselves from each other over time. The classic study in this area investigated peoples’ views regarding the death penalty [4]. This type of clustering of opinions is, for example, consistent with Krause’s opinion dynamics model [5], [6], where peoples’ opinions cluster based in part on how far away their initial opinions are from each other. (It should be noted though that Krause’s model does not cause the decision makers’ beliefs to get further away during the evolution of the process.)

These two aspects of human group dynamics have, by themselves, no real bearing on engineered multi-agent systems, where the interaction rules can be carefully designed to achieve the desired outcomes (See, e.g., [7], [8] and the references therein.) In fact, the field of distributed multi-agent systems can be roughly thought of as falling into one of two different camps, namely the design of distributed interaction laws for engineered systems, and the modeling of interaction dynamics in naturally occurring systems. In other words, multi-agent robotics concerns itself with the design of effective control laws for achieving coordinated objectives in a distributed manner, while opinion dynamics aims at understanding how opinions or preferences propagate through a network of individuals.

These two camps collide, however, when human decision makers are embedded within teams of robotic agents in that engineered interaction laws and human opinions will have to coexist. This may not be a major issue when a small number of highly trained operators are engaging with the robot team, but it has the potential to become more acute as the number of operators increases, or their skill level decreases. As a result, the study of human-swarm interactions has received significant attention during the last few years, e.g., [9], and a number of different interaction modalities have been proposed and studied, as summarized in [10]. Examples include leader-follower control, fluid-based manipulation, behavioral interactions, and boundary control. (See [11]–[15] for a representative sample.)

In this paper, we do not concern ourselves with the particular choice of interaction-abstractation. Instead, we investigate different aspects of what might happen when social opinion dynamics and multi-robot interaction laws coexist in a coupled manner. And, it should be noted already at this point that we do not claim to be accurate from a psychological modeling point-of-view. Instead, we are simply introducing a novel model that captures both the standard, engineered types of interaction rules in conjunction with the belief polarization aspects that may arise when people interact with teams of autonomous agents.

To illustrate the effect of the coupling between opinions and physical actions, we let autonomous agents’ and humans’ interaction laws be a function of how well the system is responding, or how much they trust the performance of the system. This question of trust is central to the study in this paper. And, although trust has been studied extensively, e.g., [16]–[18]; either as a design tool for mitigating effects of malicious behaviors or as a feature of the opinion dynamics, the coupling between group dynamics exhibiting belief polarization effects and multi-robot interaction laws in a dynamical systems manner is novel.

Rather than studying beliefs in isolation from the actions that they trigger, we couple the opinion dynamics with the physical dynamics through the trust, i.e., the trust evolution
becomes an explicit function of how well neighboring agents are responding to individual actions. That is, agent $i$ will “trust” its neighbors more if they behave the way agent $i$ expects them to, which in turn changes how agent $i$ responds to its neighbors. As will be seen, this formulation will allow for belief and group polarization effects and has the potential to make the system performance deteriorate rapidly. In fact, if there is not sufficient initial trust between agents, the system may exhibit finite escape time.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a two-agent example as a cautionary tale of the complexity due to the coupling of social dynamics and physical update laws. In Section III, we introduce two general trust-based interaction models that couple trust evolution to how well adjacent agents are responding to an agent’s movements. In Section IV, we demonstrate how the total trust in the network is linked to the performance of the system through an invariance result. In Section V, we draw final remarks.

II. A TWO-AGENT MOOD PICTURE

The reason why it is both problematic and worthwhile to explicitly couple the agents’ opinions about neighboring agents to their actions is that these types of coupled interaction effects (through both beliefs and physical states) will inevitably play some part in the future human-swarm interaction scenarios. But, these couplings are indeed quite delicate in that a lot of surprising effects can emerge. As a first illustration of this, consider the case of two agents with scalar states $x_i$, $i = 1, 2$, who are to meet at a joint location, i.e., by solving the, by now, classic rendezvous problem [19].

If we use the quantity $\frac{1}{2}(x_1 - x_2)^2$ as a measure of how well (actually, how poorly) the two agents are doing, we note that the change in “performance” is given by

$$\frac{d}{dt}\left(\frac{1}{2}(x_1 - x_2)^2\right) = (x_1 - x_2)\dot{x}_1 + (x_2 - x_1)\dot{x}_2.$$  

As the term $(x_1 - x_2):\dot{x}_1$ encodes how much the movement of Agent 1 contributes to the change in the performance (and vice versa for Agent 2), the trust that Agent 2 “feels” towards Agent 1 should reflect this fact. In other words, if Agent 2 is contributing a lot to the agents getting closer, then Agent 1 should trust Agent 2 more.

A possible encoding of the previous observation could be to let the scalar trusts $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ evolve as

$$\dot{\tau}_1 = -(x_2 - x_1)\dot{x}_2, \quad \dot{\tau}_2 = -(x_1 - x_2)\dot{x}_1,$$

where the negative sign is used to describe the fact that a reduction in inter-agent distance should correspond to an increase in trust. Moreover, the trust itself needs to be coupled to the motion of the two agents. And, following the observation of group and belief polarization, we let a positive trust $\tau_1$ mean that the Agent 1 is indeed moving towards Agent 2, while a negative trust would mean the opposite. In the context of the consensus equation (e.g., [8]), this could be directly encoded using the trusts as weights, as done in the DeGroot Model in [20], thus yielding the composite system

$$\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= \tau_1(x_2 - x_1) \\
\dot{x}_2 &= \tau_2(x_1 - x_2)
\end{align*}$$

which we note, due to the presence of square terms, is not globally Lipschitz, i.e., there might even be issues with the existence of solutions [21].

In fact, if we let $\xi = x_1 - x_2$ denote the disagreement between the two agents, and $\dot{\tau} = \tau_1 + \tau_2$ the total trust in the system, we note that

$$\begin{align*}
\dot{\xi} &= \dot{x}_1 - \dot{x}_2 = -(\tau_1 + \tau_2)(x_1 - x_2) = -\dot{\tau}\xi \\
\dot{\tau} &= \dot{\tau}_1 + \dot{\tau}_2 = (\tau_1 + \tau_2)(x_1 - x_2)^2 = \dot{\tau}\xi^2.
\end{align*}$$

From these equations we note that

$$\dot{\tau} + \frac{1}{2}\xi^2 = 0,$$

for some constant $c$. Therefore, $\dot{\tau} + 1/2\xi^2$ is an invariant, a fact that will carry over to more complex models in subsequent sections, and we state this as a lemma.

**Lemma 2.1.** Under the two-agent dynamics given in (1), the following holds

$$\frac{d}{dt}(\dot{\tau} + 1/2\xi^2) = 0.$$

We would like to understand when this system will result in the agents’ states converging to the same point and when it will cause the states to diverge. Since $\xi(0) = 0$ implies that an agreement is trivially reached initially and maintained throughout, we assume that $\xi(0) \neq 0$.

The first thing to note about this system is that if $\dot{\tau} > 0$, then $\dot{\tau} > 0$ as long as $\xi \neq 0$. Thus, if $\dot{\tau}(0) > 0$, the total trust in the system will increase monotonically. But the invariance $\xi^2 = 2(c - \dot{\tau})$ implies that this increase in $\dot{\tau}$ has to correspond to a decrease in $\xi$. In other words, if $\dot{\tau}(0) > 0$ then $\dot{\tau}$ will increase monotonically until, in the limit, $\xi = 0$, i.e., the two agents will indeed agree asymptotically.

Similarly, if the initial, total trust is zero, then both $\dot{\tau} = 0$ and $\xi = 0$ and the disagreement does not change. (Even though both $x_1$ and $x_2$ do change at the same rate.) But what happens if the initial, total trust is less than zero?

Plugging the expression for $\dot{\tau}$ from Lemma 2.1 into $\xi$ gives

$$\dot{\xi} = \frac{1}{2}\xi^3 - c\xi.$$

Setting $\eta = \frac{1}{\xi^2}$ yields

$$\dot{\eta} = -2\frac{c}{\xi^2}\xi = -1 + \frac{2c}{\xi^2} = -1 + 2c\eta,$$

with solution (assuming $c \neq 0$)

$$\eta(t) = e^{2ct}\left(\eta(0) - \frac{1}{2c}\right) + \frac{1}{2c}.$$

We now note that $\eta(0) > 0$ (as long as $\xi(0) \neq 0$) and two different cases must be investigated, namely when $c > 0$ and when $c < 0$. If $c > 0$, $\eta(t)$ will decay exponentially from
\( \eta(0) > 0 \) to \( 1/(2c) < 0 \), and thus cross \( \eta = 0 \) at some finite time. But, since \( \eta = \xi^{-2} \), this implies that \( \xi(t) \) exhibits finite escape time, i.e., it goes to \( \pm \infty \) in finite time.

If \( c > 0 \) we note that \( \tilde{\tau}(0) < 0 \) implies that
\[
\tilde{\tau}(0) = -\frac{1}{2} \xi^2(0) + c < 0 \implies \eta(0) < \frac{1}{2c} \Rightarrow \eta(0) - \frac{1}{2c} < 0.
\]

So in this case, \( \eta \) starts at \( \eta(0) > 0 \) and then decays exponentially to \(-\infty\). As such, also in this case, there exists a finite time at which \( \eta = 0 \), i.e., also in this case does \( \xi(t) \) exhibit finite escape time. (As a final note, if \( c = 0 \) then \( \eta(t) = -t + \eta(0) \), i.e., at time \( t = \eta(0) \), the error dynamics escapes to \( \pm \infty \).)

We have thus established the following two-agent theorem:

**Theorem 2.1:** Consider the two-agent system
\[
\dot{x}_1 = \tau_1(x_2 - x_1) \quad \dot{x}_2 = \tau_2(x_1 - x_2) \quad \tilde{\tau}_1 = \tau_2(x_1 - x_2)^2 \quad \tilde{\tau}_2 = \tau_1(x_1 - x_2)^2.
\]

If \( \tau_1(0) + \tau_2(0) > 0 \) then \( \lim_{t \to \infty} |x_1(t) - x_2(t)| = 0 \). If \( \tau_1(0) + \tau_2(0) = 0 \) then \( x_1(t) - x_2(t) \) is constant. Finally, if \( \tau_1(0) + \tau_2(0) < 0 \) then \( |x_1(t) - x_2(t)| \) diverges to infinity in finite time, whenever \( x_1(0) \neq x_2(0) \).

These phenomena are shown in Figure 1, where two cases are shown: one where \( \tilde{\tau}(0) > 0 \), and the agent agree asymptotically, and one where \( \tilde{\tau}(0) < 0 \), and they diverge in finite time.

![Fig. 1. Two different scenarios are shown. The first (middle trajectories) corresponds to the total, initial trust being positive, causing the two agents to reach an agreement asymptotically. The second case corresponds to a negative initial trust, resulting in diverging states in finite time.](image1)

Through the addition of an innocent-looking trust dynamics coupled to the update laws for the agent states, not only can the system diverge, it may diverge in finite time! And, returning to the issue of belief polarization, this means that if two agents do not trust each other sufficiently much initially, the process deteriorates completely. If, for example, one were to add a cut-off, as is done in Krause’s model, i.e., the agents only take each other into account if their distrust is not too great, polarized states are achieved that are moreover more “extreme” than the agents’ initial states, as shown in Fig. 2. In other words, belief polarization results.

**III. Coupled Trust Models**

Following the development in the previous section, one can now define a more general trust-based interaction model that couples the trust evolution to how well adjacent agents are responding to an agent’s movements. By specifying the desired network performance through a more general, pairwise, symmetric, inter-agent performance cost \( F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|) \), as is done, for example, in the formation control literature, e.g., [22]–[24], the corresponding contribution by Agent \( j \) to the increase in cost is given by
\[
\frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_j} \dot{x}_j,
\]
which, in turn, should be coupled to the trust evolution. (Note that the states need no longer be scalar.)

There are different ways in which this expression can be coupled to a trust model. For example, human trust is typically pairwise, i.e., a person does not necessarily trust all people equally. As such, a study of human-to-human-interactions must capture this pairwise relationship. However, what makes human-to-autonomous-agent-interactions different is that the trust is more uniform, i.e., a person may or may not trust the autonomous agents but will not necessarily be able to tell agents apart or form pairwise opinions about the performance of the agents. As such, we need two different types of models that reflect these two different types of trusts.

**A. Pairwise Trust**

Consider a collection of \( N \) agents, interacting over a static, undirected, and connected information-exchange network, \( G = (V, E) \), where the vertex set \( V = \{1, \ldots, N\} \) is the set of agents and the edge set \( E \subset V \times V \) is a set of unordered pairs that encode the adjacency in the network. Each agent has a physical state \( x_i, \ i = 1, \ldots, N, \) and we add an additional state \( \tau_{ij} \) to each ordered agent-pair in the network, which denotes Agent \( i \)'s level of trust for an adjacent Agent \( j \). And, in light of the previous discussion, given a pairwise performance cost, \( F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|) \), we let the evolution of \( \tau_{ij} \) depend on how much Agent \( j \)'s movement makes the performance cost decrease, i.e.,
\[
\dot{\tau}_{ij} = -\frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_j} \dot{x}_j,
\]
or, in the case of the rendezvous problem, with
\[
F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|) = \frac{1}{2} \|x_i - x_j\|^2,
\]
we get
\[
\dot{\tau}_{ij} = (x_i - x_j)^T \dot{x}_j,
\]
B. Neighborhood Trust

Under pairwise trust, i.e., how much Agent \(i\) trusts Agent \(j\), the number of states could potentially grow very large as the network grows. Moreover, in a network of largely anonymous agents, pairwise relationships are, as already discussed, not a realistic feature. For these reasons, we can instead let trust be a neighborhood property, i.e., how much Agent \(i\) trusts its neighbors.

Following the previous construction, we let \(\tau_i\) denote Agent \(i\)’s trust level, and use an aggregated update law

\[
\dot{\tau}_i = - \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_j} \bar{x}_j, 
\]

where \(N_i\) is the set of agents adjacent to Agent \(i\) in the network., i.e., \(N_i = \{j \in V \mid (i, j) \in E\}\). In the case of the rendezvous problem, this simplifies to

\[
\dot{\tau}_i = \sum_{j \in N_i} (x_i - x_j)^T \bar{x}_j. 
\]

C. Connecting Trust to State Evolution

These two trust models, both of which will be considered, must now be coupled to the evolution of the physical states. To this end, we note that in the absence of any trust states, a standard, gradient-descent-based update law is given by

\[
\dot{x}_i = - \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_i} 
\]

which has been employed repeatedly in the literature for a number of different types of applications, including formation control, connectivity maintenance, and collision-avoidance, e.g., [22]. However, in this paper, we chose to augment this model by adding a trust gain to the evolution, i.e.,

\[
\dot{x}_i = - \sum_{j \in N_i} \tau_{ij} \frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_i}, 
\]

or

\[
\dot{x}_i = -\tau_i \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_i}, 
\]

depending on which trust model we use. For the rendezvous problem, these system equations become

\[
\dot{x}_i = \sum_{j \in N_i} \tau_{ij} (x_j - x_i), 
\]

or

\[
\dot{x}_i = \tau_i \sum_{j \in N_i} (x_j - x_i). 
\]

D. Belief Polarization

If one wants to capture the belief polarization phenomenon, then these update laws simply have to be adjusted to ensure that only neighboring agents that are sufficiently trusted are taken into account. If we let \(\bar{\tau}\) denote this threshold (typically a negative number), the update equations for the neighborhood trust scenario become

\[
\dot{x}_i = \begin{cases} 
-\tau_i \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_i} & \text{if } \tau_i \geq \bar{\tau} \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

For pairwise trust, we redefine the neighborhood as \(N_i(\tau) = \{j \in V \mid (i, j) \in E \text{ and } \tau_{ij} \geq \bar{\tau}\}\), with the update law becoming

\[
\dot{x}_i = - \sum_{j \in N_i(\tau)} \tau_{ij} \frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_i}. 
\]

Examples of running (2) over 5 agents are shown in Fig. 3, with random initial conditions over \(x\) (uniform over \([0, 1]\)) and \(\tau\) (normally distributed with zero mean), with \(\bar{\tau} = 0.3\). As shown, depending on the initial states and trusts, dramatically different results are obtained.

IV. INVARIANCE RESULTS

One common feature of the trust model variations previously discussed is that the total trust in the network is dramatically different results are obtained.

A. Consensus With Collective Trust

Consider a system composed of \(N\) agents solving the rendezvous problem under the collective trust model:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\dot{x}_i &= \tau_i \sum_{j \in N_i} (x_j - x_i) \\
\dot{\tau}_i &= \sum_{j \in N_i} \left[ \tau_{ij} (x_j - x_i)^T \left( \sum_{k \in N_j} (x_j - x_k) \right) \right],
\end{aligned}
\]

where we have substituted the expressions for \(\dot{x}_j\) in the trust model. Let us assume that the individual states are scalars\(^1\), and let us set \(x = [x_1, \ldots, x_N]^T\) and \(\tau = [\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_N]^T\). For this system, the following invariance result holds

**Lemma 4.1:** Consider a collection of \(N\) agents under the dynamics in (3), with \(x_i \in \mathbb{R}\), then the following holds

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{1}{2} \|D^T x\|^2 + 1^T \tau \right) = 0.
\]

with \(D\) the incidence matrix obtained by associating an arbitrary orientation with the network topology.

**Proof:** Let us define the total trust \(\dot{\tau}\) in the network as

\[
\dot{\tau} = 1^T \tau = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \tau_i,
\]

and let us notice that the evolution of the total trust \(\dot{\tau}\) is

\[
\dot{\tau} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ \sum_{j \in N_i} \left[ \tau_{ij} (x_j - x_i)^T \left( \sum_{k \in N_j} (x_j - x_k) \right) \right] \right],
\]

\(^1\)Note that, this assumption is by no means a restriction. Indeed, all it does is make the notation less complex.
which, by rearranging the summation order (since the network is undirected), can be rewritten as

\[
\hat{x} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \tau_{ij} \sum_{i \in N_j} (x_j - x_i) \mathbf{1} \left( \sum_{k \in N_j} (x_j - x_k) \right)
\]

\[
= \sum_{j=1}^{N} \tau_{ij} \left[ \sum_{i \in N_j} (x_j - x_i) \right] ^2.
\]

Now, letting \( L \) be the Laplacian associated with the information-exchange network, we have that

\[
1^T \hat{x} = x^T L \mathcal{T} L x,
\]

where \( 1 = [1, \ldots, 1]^T \) and \( \mathcal{T} = \text{diag}(\tau) \). We moreover observe that the \( x \)-dynamics becomes

\[
\dot{x} = - \mathcal{T} L x.
\]

Furthermore, note that

\[
\frac{1}{2} \frac{d}{dt} \|D^T x\|^2 = \frac{1}{2} \frac{d}{dt} (x^T D D^T x) = x^T \hat{L} \dot{x} = -x^T L \mathcal{T} L x,
\]

which is exactly equal to \(-1^T \hat{x}\), and thus the result follows.

We point out that this invariance result is directly analogous to the two-agent invariance result given in Lemma 2.1, and it tells us that an overall increase in performance must correspond to an increase in the total trust in the network. Notably, it turns out that this holds true also in the more general cases, whereby the network performance is evaluated through the performance cost

\[
F(x) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in N_i} F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|),
\]

as discussed in the following two subsections.

**B. The General Neighborhood Trust Case**

Let us consider the neighborhood-based trust model, for which the coupled dynamics of an agent \( i \) is

\[
\dot{x}_i = - \tau_{ij} \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_i},
\]

\[
\dot{\tau}_{ij} = - \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_j} \dot{x}_j.
\]

Then, the following invariance result holds.

**Theorem 4.1:** Consider a collection of \( N \) agents under the dynamics in (4), with \( x_i \in \mathbb{R} \), then the following holds

\[
\frac{d}{dt} (F(x) + 1^T \tau) = 0.
\]

**Proof:** To prove this result, let us notice that the derivative of the performance cost \( F(x(t)) \) is

\[
\frac{d}{dt} F(x(t)) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in N_i} \left( \frac{\partial F_{ij}}{\partial x_i} \dot{x}_i + \frac{\partial F_{ij}}{\partial x_j} \dot{x}_j \right),
\]

which, since the network is undirected and the performance costs are symmetric, i.e., \( F_{ij} = F_{ji} \), simplifies to

\[
\frac{d}{dt} F(x(t)) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{\partial F_{ij}}{\partial x_j} \dot{x}_j.
\]

Similarly, the total trust evolution is given by

\[
\dot{\tau} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \dot{\tau}_{ij} = - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{\partial F_{ij}}{\partial x_j} \dot{x}_j,
\]

Therefore, the result follows.

**C. The General Pairwise Trust Case**

Let us consider the pairwise-based trust model, for which the coupled dynamics of an agent \( i \) is

\[
\dot{x}_i = - \sum_{j \in N_i} \tau_{ij} \frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_i},
\]

\[
\dot{\tau}_{ij} = - \frac{\partial F_{ij}(\|x_i - x_j\|)}{\partial x_j} \dot{x}_j,
\]

and for which the total trust in the network is redefined as

\[
\dot{\tau} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in N_i} \tau_{ij}.
\]

Then, the following invariance result holds

**Theorem 4.2:** Consider a collection of \( N \) agents under the dynamics in (6), with \( x_i \in \mathbb{R} \), then the following holds

\[
\frac{d}{dt} (F(x) + \dot{\tau}) = 0.
\]

**Proof:** To prove this result, let us notice that the total trust evolution is given by

\[
\dot{\tau} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in N_i} \dot{\tau}_{ij} = - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{\partial F_{ij}}{\partial x_j} \dot{x}_j.
\]
and autonomous agents coexist and interact. We proposed two different trust models, i.e., pairwise and neighborhood, to describe different scenarios, e.g., human-to-human and human-to-swarm interactions. We showed how the total trust in the network is intimately linked to the performance of the system through an invariance and we also demonstrated through illustrative examples that such a combination of social dynamics and physical update laws not only changes the performance of the system, but it has the potential to make the performance deteriorate in a dramatic fashion.
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